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NOMENCLATURE
Subscripts ‘b’, ‘r’ and ‘p’ indicate beam, rail, and piezo transducer variables, respectively.
A

Cross sectional area

Cp

Piezo transducer capacitance

c

Modal Damping

D

Electrical charge per area

E

Young’s modulus

E

Electric field
Strain

F

Force term

g

Damping coefficient

∆H

Heavy side step function

I

Moment of inertia

k

Modal stiffness

k1

Cross coupling coefficient

k2

Inverse of capacitance of piezo transducer

k 2

Inverse of overall circuit capacitance

L

Circuit inductance

l

Length

m

Modal mass

ρ

Density

Q

Charge flow to the piezoelectric patch

q

Generalized mechanical displacement

x

R

Total circuit resistance

T

Kinetic energy

t

Time

τ

Stress

U

Potential energy

Va

Voltage across the piezoelectric patch

Vi

Active voltage input

Vo

Output voltage

w

Operating frequency

wn

First natural frequency

w

Width

W

Work term


Y

Admittance


Z

Impedance

φ

Assumed mode for mechanical displacement

Ψ

Assumed mode for electrical displacement
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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, piezoelectric transducers are incorporated in an impedance-based damage
detection approach for railway track health monitoring. The impedance-based damage detection
approach utilizes the direct relationship between the mechanical impedance of the track and
electrical impedance of the piezoelectric transducer bonded. The effect of damage is shown in
the change of a healthy impedance curve to an altered, damaged curve. Using a normalized
relative difference outlier analysis, the occurrences of various damages on the track are
determined. Furthermore, the integration of inductive circuitry with the piezoelectric transducer
is found to be able to considerably increase overall damage detection sensitivity.

xii

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Railway Health Monitoring

Over the past decade, the research and implementation of Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) systems has emerged as an important topic in the engineering world. There is an everincreasing need to improve the safety and maintenance of both existing infrastructure and the
infrastructure of the future. Today, SHM systems are being utilized in a variety of fields: from
high-end defense related platforms, to wind turbines and airframes, to buildings and bridges. One
specific area of consideration is the health monitoring of railway tracks to detect track defects.
The total market size for rail testing and health monitoring is between $200-300 million, and is
steadily growing as railway health monitoring becomes a more pressing concern. From 2010 to
2013 alone, the US Federal Railroad Administration reports 6,219 train accidents, with 2,084
(33.5%) of them caused directly by track defects. In addition to track defects, it is vital to detect
the presence of harmful foreign objects on the track to prevent terrorist attacks. Because of these
omnipresent threats, there is a need for a health monitoring system to detect the presence of
damage on railways in an efficient and robust manner. The system needs to be capable of
providing real-time health monitoring of the track, and it needs to be cost-effective with
minimum human involvement.
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Since the mid 1800’s, railroad operators have used the hammer impact test to evaluate the
presence of damage on railways. However, as technology progressed, this primitive test gave
way to a variety of non-destructive (NDE) damage detection methods; the first being magnetic
induction, created by Elmer Sperry in 1927. Today, the most common form of railway damage
detection is in-situ ultrasonic waves [1]. This is a direct result of a 1988 revision to
“Specification for Steel Rails” by The American Railway Engineering Association (AREA) that
requires in-situ ultrasonic waves to be used monthly to monitor all US steel railways. The basic
principle behind ultrasonic detection is that a beam of ultrasonic energy is sent into the rail from
a roller search truck (RSU) and reflected, and the scattered energy is gathered using a collection
of transducers contained in fluid-filled wheels that roll behind the RSU. The amplitude and
timing of the reflections indicate the integrity of the rail [2]. Ultrasonic detection is widely used
primarily because of its effectiveness in screening the railway on the component level. Other
component level methods include acoustic emission, where an acoustic sensor is attached to the
inside of the train or truck wheel [3], and radiography. The major advantage of each of these
methods is the accuracy to which they can detect the type and severity of damage. However,
these methods require a trained professional to continually operate the equipment on the railway,
which can be very costly and hinder regular railway operations. In addition, none of these
methods can detect damage in real-time, meaning that the operator does not know if the track has
been damaged until the train or truck performing the test passes over a damaged spot.
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As a response to this challenge, several railway damage detection methods have been
proposed that have the ability to collect real-time data on the health of the track, in order to
instantly detect damage and report it to the operator. These methods use the railway’s vibration
characteristics in conjunction with numerical techniques to detect damage. In most cases, these
methods are also more cost effective, because they do not need an operator to continuously
operate the equipment. The most common method is guided elastic waves, where energy either
from an actuator or the train itself produces waves that propagate along the track until they reach
a broken rail. Guided elastic waves have been researched extensively [4-5], and have been
implemented in several forms onto operating railways [6]. Although guided waves have proved
to be a promising solution for railway health monitoring, the major challenge is that the wave
deteriorates in strength as it propagates along the track, especially when the wave attempts to
cross the joints of separate rail segments. As a result, it is generally difficult to predict the
severity of damage.

1.2 Piezoelectric Transducers

Alternatively, an impedance-based SHM system utilizing piezoelectric transducers (PZT)
is a promising solution to satisfy the need to accurately detect damage in real-time on rail tracks.
A piezoelectric transducer is a piece of polarized material with electrodes attached to two of its
opposite faces. It exhibits what is called the piezoelectric effect; a reversible process where
electricity is generated as a result of an applied mechanical force, and mechanical strain is
generated as a result of an applied voltage. Piezoelectric transducers were originally made of
quartz crystals, but modern transducers are made of ceramic materials, such as barium titanate
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and lead zirconate titanate. Today, these ceramic transducers are used for SHM in a wide variety
of industries, including the defense, aerospace, and manufacturing domains. Upon bonding the
transducer to a monitored host structure, the piezoelectric effect creates a two-way
electromechanical coupling between the transducer and host. Because of this two-way
electromechanical coupling characteristic, piezoelectric transducers have the ability to both
actuate the host structure and sense the response. For a railway application, this is incredibly
useful, because the transducers can collect real-time health information for the operator without
needing a separate source of actuation. When coupled with the impedance method for damage
detection (to be discussed), piezoelectric transducers collect responses that are harmonic in
nature, meaning that they have the potential to detect both the magnitude and location of
damage. A sufficient amount of transducers can be determined in order to accurately detect the
presence of damage on a component level throughout the rail.

Leveraging the advantage of piezoelectric transducers to accurately collect structural
health information in real time, there is a great opportunity to implement an impedance-based
SHM system utilizing piezoelectric transducers that would supplement the current ultrasonic
approach to railway health monitoring. The approaches complement each other well for two
main reasons:

1. Each method enhances the other method:

Piezo transducers can collect real time railway health monitoring information, where
ultrasonic testing can only monitor the rail when the RSU is in operation, and harmful damage
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may both occur and cause an accident between the times when the RSU inspected the track. On
the other hand, ultrasonic testing can accurately detect the type of damage (detail fractures, split
heads, transverse fissures, external harmful foreign objects, etc.) and severity of damage, which
gives the operator information on if the rail should be replaced, and if so, when it should be
replaced. Piezo transducers do not have the present capability to detect the type of damage.
When the methods are combined however, a railway operator always has knowledge if there is
damage present on the track, and at any time can determine what type of damage is present.
When a transducer detects damage, the railway can halt normal train operations, run an RSU
over the damaged rail section, and determine if the damage is a threat to passenger safety.

2. The combined method reduces yearly inspection costs increases revenue for the railway
operator:

An impedance-based SHM system utilizing piezoelectric transducers represents a low
cost, low maintenance solution to railway health monitoring. Simple transducer plates cost
between $10 and $50 per plate (for reference, the transducer used in the following railway
experimental analysis costs $14) and require one-time installation. The one-time capital cost plus
a periodic maintenance cost is an excellent alternative to the recurring cost of a trained operator
to run the RSU over the track. The roughly 200,000 miles of total rail track in the US require on
average a bi-monthly ultrasonic inspection. Each hour of inspection costs between $200 and
$300, and the RSU runs on an average speed of 30mph. This equates to around 160,000
inspection hours per year, or $32 million of inspection costs alone per year.
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With the combined system, one would only need to run the RSU after the presence of
damage has been detected. As a result, the inspection hours on the track would drastically be
reduced, which would significantly cut the yearly ultrasonic inspection cost. In addition, railway
operators would not have to regularly stall regular train operations while the RSU runs over the
track. Instead, operators would only stop normal train flow when damage is detected. This
increases revenues for the railway operator, especially on subway lines where RSU’s are run
over the tracks weekly, and trains are constantly needed to move high amounts of passengers.

The proposed combination of methods addresses the need for a real-time, accurate
railway health monitoring, and is financially advantageous to both the health monitoring service
provider and rail operator. Because of this, an impedance-based SHM system utilizing
piezoelectric transducers is a feasible commercialization opportunity, provided that the system
can indeed accurately detect the presence of damage on the railway.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Current and developing methods for railway health monitoring have been outlined above.
Among them, the in-situ ultrasonic wave approach is the most widely accepted form of railway
health monitoring because of its ability to accurately discern the type and severity of damage on
track. However, neither ultrasonics nor any less prominent method solves the need for a health
monitoring system to detect the presence of damage or harmful foreign objects on railways in
real-time. On the other hand, an impedance-based SHM system utilizing piezoelectric
transducers has the potential to solve this need, and could effectively supplement the current
ultrasonic approach.
6

Though the impedance-based approach is promising, it has never before been
implemented on a full scale, in-use railway track. There are concerns of the PZT’s ability to
detect damage at various railway modes, and the sensitivity to which the damage can be
detected. The traditional impedance approach often suffers from low signal to noise ratio in the
high frequency range, and the structural damping of the railway further decreases the signal to
noise ratio. The feasibility of the impedance method needs to be proven on a full scale, in-use
railway track, and a method needs to be devised that can amplify the signal to noise ratio and
resulting sensitivity of the impedance measurement.

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND APPROACHES

Although the core theorization behind the impedance approach in relation to piezoelectric
transducers has been well documented, insofar as I am aware, there is no documentation of direct
application of this method to railway health monitoring in the field. In this thesis, the impedancebased damage detection approach will be directly applied to a full scale, in-use railway track as a
proof of concept. The mathematical relationship between the bonded PZT and rail will be
derived, and an inductive circuitry enhancement to increase damage detection sensitivity will be
incorporated into the derivation. Several preliminary investigations will be performed to assess
the viability of the damage detection method in a controlled lab setting. A MatLab program will
be developed based on the derived theory that will provide a numerical comparison to the initial
investigation, and a finite element analysis on the rail cross-section will be created. Upon
promising results from the investigations, the damage detection method will be applied to a full
scale, in-use rail track. Applying damaging conditions to the railway will reveal whether or not
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the PZT has the ability to clearly detect structural changes in the rail. Inductive circuitry will also
be integrated to increase sensitivity, and the overall performance improvement will be measured.
The objectives of this research are summarized as follows:

 To implement the impedance-based damage detection approach on a full scale
in-use railway track, and successfully detect damage on the track.

 To experimentally verify that inductive circuitry increases sensitivity to smallsized damage on the rail track.

4. THEORY

4.1 Transducer-Structure Interaction Modeling

Hamilton's principle is a formulation of the principle of least action, which states that a
particle system’s path between two points in space is one where the action integral is stationary
regardless of path variation. Hamilton’s principle considers the entire motion of a system
between times t1 and t2, with infinite degrees of freedom. Since deformable bodies contain many
degrees of freedom and occupy continuous space, Hamilton’s principle is useful in defining the
state of the system by functions of time and space. The principle can be used to derive the
equations of motion for a dynamic system, such as a railway. The extended Hamilton Principle
for a railway is given by:
t1 δWe + δT - δU dt = 0
t2
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(1a)

where T , U and We are, respectively, the kinetic energy of the railway, the potential energy of
the railway, and the external work done on the railway. Perfect bonding is assumed in the
analysis, and the rail’s transversal vibration is considered. Upon bonding the PZT to the railway,
the structure now becomes an integrated system [7], and Hamilton’s Principle changes to:
t1 δWv + δT - δUr - δUp  dt = 0
t2

(1b)

where T , Ur, Up and δWv are, respectively, the kinetic energy of the integrated system, the
potential energy of the railway, the elastic and electrical energy of the piezoelectric patch, and
the virtual work. Each term in Hamilton’s principle is modal dependent, meaning that their value
will change with a change in applied mode. To discretize Hamilton’s principle, the assumed
mode method below is used:
wx,t = ∑N
i=1 φx q(t)

(2)

where φ is the eigenfunction of the railway with no piezo transducer attached, and q is the
generalized mechanical displacement. In general, the equation is applied to N assumed modes,
but for this study, only a single-mode model is assumed (N = 1). The railway can be considered a
continuous system with a uniform cross-sectional area, and the assumed mode method
transforms the continuous system into a discrete system. The method is used to form a multidegree of freedom approximation for the kinetic energy T, transforming the conventional
equation below:
T = 2 0 ρ A
1

lr

∂q 2
∂t

dx

(3a)

into a single degree of freedom approximation:
T=

1
2

m q2

(3b)

The kinetic energy of the integrated system is a summation of the kinetic energy of the railway
and the kinetic energy of the piezoelectric patch:
9

T = Tr + Tp =

1
2

mr q2 +

1
2

mp q2

(3c)

where mr, and mp are the modal mass of the railway and the piezo patch, respectively, and are
given by:
mr = 0 ρr Ar φ2 dx

(3d)

mp = 0 ρp Ap ∆H φ2 dx

(3e)

lb

lb

ΔH is the heavy side step function. It is used because the PZT can be placed anywhere along the
railway, and the resulting equivalent mass of the system is location dependent. The heavy side
step function is defined as:
∆H = Hx - xl  - H(x - xr )

(3f)

where xl and xr are the left and right end of the piezoelectric patch, respectively. The potential
energy of the railway is found similarly by transforming:
Ur =

1
2

2

0 E I ∂2x dx

(4a)

kr q2

(4b)

∂2 q

lr

into:
Ur =

1
2

Where kr, the modal railway stiffness, is:
kr = 0 Er Ar φ2 dx = 0 Er Ir φ2 dx
lr

lr

(4c)

Er is the railway’s Young’s modulus, and Ir is the railway’s moment of inertia. Turning to the
piezoelectric transducer, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers defines the linear
constitutive relation for a piezoelectric material in many forms. A simple form for onedimensional applications is:
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- h31 D

τ = Ep
(5a)

E = -h31

(5b)

+ β33 D

where τ, ε, D and E represent the stress, strain, electrical charge per area and electrical field, or
the voltage per length along the transverse direction in the piezoelectric patch, respectively, and
Ep, h31 and β33 are the piezo Young’s modulus, piezoelectric constant and dielectric constant of
the material. Using the assumed mode method again for the transducer, the electrical
displacement of the piezoelectric patch is given as:
(5c)

D=Ψp

Where p is the generalized electrical displacement. The elastic and electrical energy of the
piezoelectric patch is represented by:
δUp = v τ δ

(5d)

+ E δDdV

and from the linear constitutive relation, is transformed into:
δUp =  Ep

- h31 D δ

v

dV +  -h31
v

+ β33 D δD dV

= kp q δq + kpq p δq + k pq q δp + kpp δp

(5e)

kp = 0 Ep Ip φ 2 ∆H dx

(5f)

kpp = 0 Ap β33 Ψ2 ∆H dx

(5g)

k pq = 0 Fp h31 φ 2 Ψ ∆H dx

(5h)

where
lr

lr

lr
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The virtual work on the railway,δW , is a combination of the external disturbance on the railway,
δW , the railway structural damping value, δW , and the work done by the voltage across the
piezoelectric patch, δW :
δWm = Fm δq

(6a)

δWg = dq δq

(6b)

δWe = Fe δp

(6c)

δWv = δWe  δWm - δWg

(6d)

Where the external force, Fm, the damping, g, and the force from the voltage, are given by:
lr
Fm = 0 F (x,t) φ dx

(6e)

g = 0 cr φ2 dx

(6f)

Fe = 0 Va wp Ψ ∆H dx

(6g)

lr

lr

Substituting each term back in equation1b results in:
(mr + mp ) q + g q +  kr + kp  q + kpq p = Fm
kpq q + kpp p = Fe

(7a)
(7b)

The electrical displacement is assumed to be independent of spatial conditions, or Ψ=1 and the
following relationships are assumed:
D = Q / (wp lp )

(8a)

m = mr + mp

(8b)

k = kr + kp

(8c)

k1 = kpq / wp lp

(8d)

k2 = kpp / (wp lp )2

(8e)
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Substituting these values into equations 7a, 7b results in the following governing equations of
motion for the coupled railway:
m q + g q + k q + k1 Q = Fm

(9a)

k2 Q + k1 q = Va

(9b)

where m is the equivalent mass, g is the damping coefficient, k is the equivalent stiffness, q is the
mechanical displacement, Fm is the external disturbance force, k2 is the inverse of the
capacitance of the system, k1 is the cross coupling coefficient, Q is the charge across the
piezoelectric patch, and Va is the applied voltage on the piezoelectric patch. In the following
analysis, Fm is assumed to be zero, meaning that there is no external force applied. These two
equations illustrate how the structure’s mechanical displacement and the piezoelectric charge
flow are interdependent, creating a two-way electro-mechanical coupling effect.

It is important to note that up to this point, rail section boundary conditions and the force
of the ground on the railway are neglected. This is because both the rail section boundary
conditions and the force from the ground are difficult to properly define. The boundary
conditions cannot be accurately assumed using a traditional boundary condition (fixed-fixed,
free-free, etc.) because each rail section is connected with joints of various sizes and shapes. The
force from the ground on the railway is non-uniform because wood tiles, gravel, dirt, and
concrete all lay below the railway in different locations. A typical foundation model, such as a
Winkler model where there is an assumed linear force deflection relationship, or the more
generalized elastic model, can be used to approximate these conditions, as shown in section 8.1
in the Appendix, but they are not sufficient to describe the force deflection relationship on the
railway from the ground. The complexities in boundary conditions and ground forces lead to
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challenges in both numerical analysis and finite element modeling (topics tto
o be covered), but the
core equations of motion remain intact, and can be used to derive the relationship between the
railway’s mechanical impedance and the piezoelectric impedance.

4.2 Impedance Approach for Damage Detection

based damage detection method directly relates the electrical impedance
The impedance-based
of the piezoelectric transducer attached to a structure ( ) to the mechanical impedance of the
structure itself (
(

) and the electrical impedance of the stand
stand-alone
alone piezoelectric transducer

).. From a material property standpoint, these three impedance quantities are related by the

equation below:
(10)
-

Figure 1. Piezo Transducer Bonded to Structure
Where
coefficient, and

is the capacitance of the piezoelectric transducer, d31 is the piezoelectric strain
is the invers of the complex Young’s modulus.

of the piezoelectric transducer, and the complex permittivity is given as

is the static permittivity
- , where

is the permittivity loss factor [8]
[8]. Therefore, upon bonding the PZT to a host structure, the PZT
can be utilized simultaneously as an actuator to excite the structure and a sensor to collect the
impedance information [9].
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In this research, the electrical admittance of the piezoelectric transducer as it relates to the
 ) is
structural impedance is studied. The electrical admittance of the piezoelectric transducer (Y
simply the inverse of the electrical impedance, but its measurement is significantly impacted by
circuitry dynamics, which makes it more useful for damage detection [9].

The typical circuit to extract piezoelectric admittance information contains a resistor
connected in series with the PZT, creating a self-contained sensor with the PZT acting as the
circuit capacitor. A sinusoidal voltage frequency sweep is used to drive the PZT, and the
resulting current is measured across the resistor to determine the admittance response. For the
simple case of the circuit containing a resistor and the transducer connected in series, the applied
voltage to the piezoelectric patch, Va, is related to the input voltage, Vi, by the following
relationship:
Va = - R Q + Vi

(11)

Under harmonic excitation, the two equations of motion (9a, b), are transferred to the frequency
domain. The resulting transfer functions between structural response and external disturbance
and between structural response and input voltage are, respectively:
q
F m

=

q
i
V

=

R i w + k2

R i w + k2 -m w2 + i g w + k - k21
k1

k21

- R i w + k2 -m w2 + i g w + k

(12a)
(12b)

From the equations of motion, the output voltage measured across the resistor is:
 o = (V
 i - k1 q)
V

R

R + k2 / i w

(12c)

Combining equations (12b) and (12c) results in the electrical admittance of the piezoelectric
circuitry:
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=
Y

I
i
V

=


V
( o)
Rs

i
V

=iw

-m w2 + i c w + k

i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w + k - k21

(13a)

To clearly see the admittance relationship, the circuitry admittance is normalized with respect to
the stand-alone piezoelectric transducer electrical admittance before bonding to the railway. The
stand-alone electrical admittance is given as:
 p = i w / kp
Y

(13b)

And the resulting normalized admittance is:

k2 (-m w2 + i c w + k)
Y
=

i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w + k - k21
Yp

(13c)

It is worth noting that the imaginary part of the electrical admittance is more sensitive to the
temperature variation than the real part because the complex permittivity is temperature sensitive
[9]. Because of this, the real part of the admittance is used in the following experiments.

The core principle behind the impedance method for damage detection is that damage to
a structure is reflected in a change in the admittance response from a baseline healthy response to
an altered, damaged response. This method is generally considered sensitive to small-sized
damage because the admittance information is extracted in the high frequency range (5+ KHz).
In addition, admittance changes are generally most significant around the structures resonant
peaks, because damage often causes a shift in resonant frequencies, and the response amplitudes
are the highest around resonant frequencies [9]. A high level of sensitivity can therefore be
achieved by monitoring the admittance response around the structure’s high frequency resonant
peaks. Because of this sensitivity level, the impedance-based method has the potential to detect
both the magnitude and location of damage on a structure by how the admittance response
changes from the baseline response. Previous studies in controlled lab settings have shown the
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feasibility of impedance-based
based damage detection with piezoelectric transducers bonded to
various structures [8, 10, 12].
].

In addition, impedance-based
based technique using Macro Fiber

Composite (MFC) has been tested in a lab setting on a .14m long railroad section [13].

4.3 Inductive Circuitry Enhancements

The standard impedance approach has a significant shortcoming however. When used in
the high frequency range to detect small
small-sized
sized damage, the impedance approach suffers from a
low signal-to-noise
noise ratio. This makes discerning the difference between damage and other
factors, such as noise and environmental effects, difficult at times. To improve the low signal-tosignal
noise ratio, a new impedance approach is proposed that combines the standard impedance
approach with piezoelectric circuitry, specifically a tunabl
tunablee inductor connected in series with the
resistor and the transducer. This modifies the traditional RC series circuit of a resistor and the
transducer into an RLC series circuit. In system dynamics, circuitry elements such as inductors,
resistors, and capacitors
itors are systematically equivalent to the mass, damping, and stiffness
elements in a mechanical structure, respectively. Therefore, the integration of inductive circuitry,
in theory, should alter the energy distribution and affect the dynamic response of the system [9].

Figure 2A. Current RC Method
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Figure 2B. Proposed RLC Method

For the case where the piezoelectric patch is connected in series with the resistor,
inductor (L), and voltage source, the voltage across the piezo is related to the input voltage by
the following relationship:
Va = - L Q - R Q + Vi

(14)

which, when substituted into the original equations of motion, results in the new equations of
motion:
m q + g q + k q + k1 Q = Fm

L Q + R Q + k2 Q + k1 q = Vi

(15a)
(15b)

Here, R is the total circuit resistance, which is a summation of the tunable inductor resistance
(RL) and the additional resistor in the circuit (RS). Under harmonic excitation, the two new
equations of motion are transferred to the frequency domain. The resulting transfer functions
between structural response and external disturbance and between structural response and input
voltage are, respectively:
q
F m

=

q
i
V

=

-L

k21

-L w2 + R i w + k2

w2

- -L

+ R i w + k2 -m w2 + i g w + k - k21
k1

w2

R i w + k2  -m w2 + i g w + k

(16a)
(16b)

and the output voltage measured across the resistor is given as:
 o = (V
 i - k1 q )
V

Rs

i L w R + k2 / i w

(16c)

Combining equations (16b) and (16c) results in the electrical admittance of piezoelectric
circuitry:
L = i w
Y

-m w2 + i c w + k

-L w2 + i R w + k2  -m w2 + i c w + k - k21

and the resulting normalized admittance is:
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(17a)

L
Y
p
Y

=

k2 (-m w2 + i c w + k)

-L w2 + i R w + k2  -m w2 + i c w + k - k21

(17b)

It can be seen that inductive circuitry introduces an additional degree of freedom (DOF)
to the system, which creates an additional resonant effect in the admittance response. Indeed,
Wang and Tang [9] utilized inductive circuitry in an impedance-based approach to detect smallsized damage on an isotropic, homogenous, and linearly elastic narrow-strip beam with clampedclamped boundary conditions. Upon integrating a tuned inductor to the circuit with piezoelectric
transducer attached to the beam, the results showed that inductive circuitry increased the current
through the circuit and amplified the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the results emphasized the
importance of properly tuning the inductor. The integration of an inductor into the circuit creates
an electrical resonant effect that, when properly tuned close to one of the structure’s resonant
peaks, has the ability to significantly amplify the damage-induced admittance change. The
optimal inductance value (L) for the RLC circuit at each mode is initially determined from the
equation below:
L= 4

2

1
 p fo 2
C

(18)

where fo is the natural frequency in Hz. From this initial value, the final value is obtained from
fine inductance tuning [9]. A detailed formulation of the fine inductance tuning process is found
in section 8.2 in the Appendix.

The integration of inductive circuitry in the impedance-based approach has several
potential benefits for railway health monitoring. The amplification caused by inductive circuitry
will in theory increase total sensitivity and allows the operator to more clearly detect small sized
damage on the rail track. With a tunable inductor, the operator would have the ability to tune to
any of the rail’s natural frequencies and inspect the rail under various modes. As will be shown
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in the following sections, damage materializes itself differently for each mode, and the ability to
excite and amplify a multitude of modes is of great importance. In addition, increasing sensitivity
will consequently reduce cost, as fewer sensors would have to be bonded to the rail to detect the
presence of damage.

5. PRELIMINARY STEPS

5.1 Fixed-Fixed Aluminum Strip Beam

Before carrying out experimental analysis on a full scale railway track, three preliminary
investigations in a controlled lab setting are performed to prove the concept of the impedancebased damage detection approach with and without inductive circuitry. The first investigation
utilizes a fixed-fixed aluminum strip beam as the host structure, with a length of 60cm, width
.7cm, thickness .3cm, density of 2,780kg/m3, and Young’s Modulus of 73.1e9N/m2. A piezo
transducer from Piezo Systems (http://www.piezo.com/) is bonded to the beam using a thin layer
of epoxy adhesive, and leads are soldered to the transducer to connect to the circuit. This setup is
similar in nature to the analysis in Wang and Tang [9]. The parameters of the transducer and
beam experimental setup are found in Table 1 and Figure 3, respectively:
Table 1. Sensor Parameters
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Piezo-transducer

Figure 3. Experimental Setup
Set
For reference, the resistance of the circuit (including the natural resistance of the wires
and the capacitor) is 114
14 ohms, and the transducer is located .32m from the left end of the beam.
It is worth noting that the proper selection of the resistance val
value
ue in the circuit is important for a
clear admittance response. Too large of a resistance decreases the applied voltage to the PZT and
increases circuitry damping which flattens the peak of the admittance response. Too small a
resistance decreases the voltage
age measurement across the resistor, which lowers the signal-tosignal
noise ratio [9].

Because the small strip beam has a traditional fixed-fixed
fixed boundary condition, the
theoretical, model, and experimental natural frequencies can be easily extracted, leading to better
confidence in the experimental results. The 6th mode, or 820.4Hz is chosen as the target mode to
detect damage. An Agilent 35670A Signal Analyzer (Figure 4) provides the 1V excitation
voltage to the PZT and collects
cts the overall admittance response. Channel 1 of the analyzer
generates a sinusoidal voltage signal, and Channel 2 measures the voltage drop across the
resistor in the circuit to collect the admittance response in the high frequency range.
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Figure 4. Agilent 5670A Signal Analyzer

Figure 5. RLC Breadboard Circuit

To represent damage to the strip beam, a second piezo transducer, with length .017m, width
.007m, an height .003m, is taped on the top of the beam .1 m from the left end. With this setup,
both a numerical and experimental analysis is carried out.

a) Numerical Analysis

To simulate the effects of damage both with and without inductive circuitry on the fixedfixed beam, and to get a general picture of the beam’s natural frequencies, a comprehensive
MatLab program is developed using the equations previously discussed. The user enters the
desired operating mode, whether or not damage is present, and where the damage is along the top
of the beam. The program outputs the equivalent modal mass and stiffness, the structural
damping, the resonant frequency at the chosen mode, and the optimal inductance value for that
resonant frequency. The program also plots various admittance curves depending on the user’s
needs. It generates a simple RC admittance curve, an RLC curve with the ideal inductance value,
and each curve after the beam has been damaged at a certain point.
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For the 6th order, or at 820.4Hz, the optimal inductance is found to be 20.33H, and the
healthy RC and RLC admittance curves, are found in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. For
reference, in each of the numerical plots, the horizontal axis is frequency in Hz and the vertical
axis is normalized admittance in db.
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Figure 6b. RLC Circuit Admittance

As theorized, the RC curve has one mechanical resonant peak, while the RLC curve
introduces an additional resonant peak in the admittance response. The integration of inductive
circuitry greatly increases the magnitude of the admittance curve. The maximum admittance
value increases from -58db without the inductor to -19db with the inductor. In addition, the
magnitude of the admittance change at resonance increases from 2.5db to 28db. This indicates
that the integration of inductive circuitry magnifies the sensitivity in the admittance curve around
resonance, right where the structure will be monitored for damage.

After damage is added at .1m from the left end, both admittance responses are altered,
shown in Figure 7a and 7b, respectively.
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Figure 7b. RLC Circuit Damage

As seen in Figures 7a and 7b, the simulated damage causes a shift in the resonant
frequency of 14Hz to a lower value than the original resonant frequency of the healthy structure.
The damage also causes a slight reduction in peak admittance magnitude, although it is not clear
if the integration of inductive circuitry magnified the damage-induced admittance change as
expected. Although the numerical results seem promising, there is a problem of experimental
practicality with the 6th mode, specifically with the integration of inductive circuitry. The 6th
mode requires an inductance of 20.33H, which is extremely large and not realistic for a lab
experiment. Therefore, the 15th mode or 4,720Hz, with a corresponding inductance value of
.6223H, was chosen as a second mode to conduct numerical analysis. The 15th mode can be
compared with a feasible experimental analysis, and it also provides a comparison to the 6th
mode results to verify the numerical findings. The 15th mode healthy RC and RLC admittance
responses are shown in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively.
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The results are similar to 6th mode, in that the integration of inductive circuitry magnifies
the change in the admittance curve around resonance, except that inductive circuitry does not
improve the performance for the 15th mode as much as the 6th mode. Upon applying damage, the
results (Figure 9a, 9b) show that the 15th mode is more sensitive to small sized damage than the
6th mode, with a frequency shift of 193Hz compared to 14Hz. It is important to note that the for
both 6th and 15th mode RLC damaged responses, the model recalculated the optimal inductance
with the damaged condition. Otherwise, the response would be significantly different, as seen in
the latter experimental results in subsection (b).
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This result emphasizes a challenge going forward: For a given damaged condition,
certain modes appear more sensitive than others to the damage. In the same manner, a given
mode may be able to sense certain damaged conditions, but not others. The questions at hand are
how does one know which modes to monitor at, and how can one be sure that the admittance
change at a mode is indeed damage, when damage at one mode may drastically change the
response but may not change the response as much for another mode. These challenges will be
further discussed in the following investigations.

b) Experimental Analysis

The MatLab model for numerical analysis clearly demonstrates the effects of inductive
circuitry and damage on the admittance response of the system. However, the numerical results
are ideal cases, and in reality it is challenging to see the level of performance that the model
predicts. This is mostly because the overall impedance of the transducer is difficult to quantify.
Specifically, the inherent resistance of the piezoelectric sensor is frequency dependent, causing
much larger resistances and impedance values for the transducer than estimated by the model
[15]. Nevertheless, if the effects of inductive circuitry and damage can be clearly seen
experimentally, and if the results closely resemble the numerical results, the underlying theory
will be proven, and the concept is worth extending to further investigations. Each numerical test
is repeated experimentally to compare the admittance curves and overall transducer performance.
As mentioned in the numerical results section, there is a need to operate at a much higher
beam order, simply because too large of an inductor is required at low frequencies in order to
achieve electrical resonance close to the mechanical beam resonance. For higher orders, the
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required
quired inductance drops below 11H, and this requirementt can be satisfied in a lab setting. The
healthy experimental RC and RLC admittance curves for the beam’s 15th mode are shown in
Figures 10a and 10b,, respectively.

Figure 10a. RC Circuit Admittance

Figure 10b. RLC Circuit Admittance

For reference, a sample of the theoretical, numerical, and experimental natural
frequencies for the strip beam can be found in section 8.
8.3 in the Appendix.. It confirms the
accuracy of both the numerical and experimental fre
frequency
quency results to the theoretical values. The
15th mode resonant frequencyy is found to be 4,660Hz or 60
60Hz
Hz lower than the numerical value of
4,720Hz. For the RLC healthy response, the inductor is tuned to .6223H to match the MatLab
MatL
simulation, and the result is close to optimal because the two resonant peaks are almost equal in
magnitude and concavity. Overall
Overall, the
he results are in alignment with the findings in [8] and the
previous investigations. Specifically that inductive circuitry introduces an additional resonant
peak as opposed to only one resonant peak without inductance, and the integration of inductive
circuitry increased both the maximum admittance value and the admittance change at resonance.
The addition of the tuned inductor amplified th
thee admittance change of the circuit by 15db and
increase the max admittance value from -33.5db to -21.5db. This means that the maximum
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difference in current measurement for the same voltage excitation increas
increased
ed by four times, which
leads to an increase in the
he signal to noise ratio in measurement.

The experimental results and numerica
numerical result align very well. The admittance change for
fo
the numerical is 17db, which is vvery close to the 15db found experimentally. Again, the model is
an ideal case, so the performance will be slightly higher.. Both show that inductive circuitry
greatly increases admittance change, which is an excellent improvement to the overall sensitivity
of the system.

When damage is taped on the top of the beam at .1m from the left end,, both admittance
curves are drastically affected, as shown in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively.

Healthy
Damage

Healthy
Damage

Figure 11a. RC Circuit Damage

Figure 11b. RLC
C Circuit Damage

For both cases, damage is shown in the 100Hz frequency shift and iin
n a significant
amplitude change
ange of the admittance response
response. This confirms that the transducer
ansducer can clearly detect
the presence of damage on the beam
beam. More noticeably is the damaged inductive
ive circuitry
response, which does not at all resemble the healthy response. T
This
his particular response is the
product of an off-tuned inductor post damage. Since the structural impedance
ce has changed,
cha
the
inductor is no longer properly tuned for electrical resonance near the new mechanical natural
n
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frequency. This causes a change of the shape of the curve and a loss of the two clear resonant
peaks. In addition, the admittance change greatly decreases, which shows the importance of
properly tuning the inductor to achieve optimal performance. For a 100Hz shift, the difference
in optimal value is approximately 27.6mH, which can completely change the resulting
impedance curve. After the 100Hz change, the new optimal inductance value is approximately
.6509H. For a slight frequency shift upon the presence of damage, the optimal inductance value
change has little impact on performance, but for this small beam case, it has a large impact.

Overall, both the numerical and experimental data show that the transducer can detect the
presence of damage on the beam, and that inductive circuitry increases the overall sensitivity of
the system. These positive results are carried forward to the following two preliminary
investigations, which respectively take into consideration the cross-sectional shape, and the size
of a rail section.

5.2 Railway Segment

The second investigation considers the cross-section of a railway, addressing challenges
such as where the PZT would be attached, and if the PZT would be able to effectively excite the
modes of the complex rail shape. This investigation uses a .3m cut segment of 65.5kg/m AREA
rail made of 1050 carbon steel laying on a plastic table as the host structure. It has a density of 7.85
g/cm3 and an elastic modulus of 206GPa. This rail type is commonly used on United States

railways, and is the same rail type used in the following full railway experimental analysis. The
cross sectional dimensions of the rail are found in Table 2 with reference to Figure 12:
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Table 2. Rail Dimensions
BW
(cm)

HW
(cm)

W
(cm)

HD
(cm)

FD
(cm)

BD
(cm)

E
(cm)

Cross
Sectional
Area (cm2)

Moment
of Inertia
(cm4)

65.5
kg/m 18.09 15.24
AREA

7.62

1.67

4.44

10.64

3.02

7.86

83.55

3,671.02

Rail
Type

HT
(cm)

Figure 12. Rail Cross-Section

Figure 13. PZT Attached to Rail Segment

The PZT used in this investigation, the following investigation, and the experimental
railway

analysis

is

a

piezo-ceramic

plate

manufactured

by

Steminc

(http://www.steminc.com/), with dimensions and material properties listed in Table 3:
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Piezo

Table 3. PZT Parameters
A

B
C

D
E

Figure 14 Possible PZT Locations
There are several areas on the track section where the PZT can be attached.

The

respective sections are labeled A
A-E on Figure 14.. Theoretically, the PZT can be placed on any of
these faces, but for practical use, only one face is suitable. The train uses the head of the track
(face A). The foot of the track ((face E) is often buried under the ground or overlaid with wood
supports. The cross-sectional
sectional areas of face B and face C (underside) are both small. In addition,
face
ace C is curved, so the PZT does not sit flat on the surface.
face. The suitable location is face
f
D, or
the web of the track section. The PZT is bonded to the center of the web, at the middle of the rail
section, .15m from the left end (Figure 113).

a) Experimental Analysis

Upon bonding the PZT to the rail segment, a frequency sweep is performed using the
Agilent 35670A signal analyzer, with a 5V input voltage and a total circuit resistance of 99.6
ohms. The resulting
ing natural frequencies can be fou
found in Table 5 in the following finite element
analysis section. The resonant frequency of 6.84KHz was chosen to conduct the experimental
analysis, with corresponding optimal inductance of 58mH (RL = 159.5 ohms). The healthy RC
and RLC admittance curves at this mode are shown in Figures 15a and 15b,, respectively:
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Figure 15a. RC Circuit Admittance

Figure 15b. RLC Circuit Admittance

The integration of inductive circuitry shows similar performance improvements as seen
with the aluminum strip beam. The peak aadmittance magnitude increases from -27.97db to -14
db, and the admittance change at resonance significantly increases,, from .3db to 2.7db.
2.7db To
illustrate the importance of fine tuning the inductor, admittance responses at 57mH and 59mH
are taken in addition to the optimal 58 mH (Figures 16(a)-(c)).

(a). 57mH

(b). 58mH

(c)
c) 59mH

Figure 16
16. Inductor Tuning Effect
When the inductance is set to 57mH, the right peak is significantly higher than the left,
and vice-versa
versa for 59mH. This result agrees with the findings in [9]. It is important to note that
for both the 57mH case and 59mH case, the admittance change at resonance is significantly less
than at the optimal 58mH, which illustrates th
thee importance of accuracy in fine tuning the circuit
inductance.
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Damage to the rail segment was emulated by placing a second PZT of the same
dimensions on the top of the rail segment at 5cm from the left end. The RC and RLC results are
shown in Figures 17a and 17b,, respectively.

Figure 17a. RC Circuit Damage

Figure 17b. RLC
C Circuit Damage

Once again, the PZT is able to detect the presence of damage, this time on the rail
segment. The important finding is that the integration of inductive circuitry amplified damage
detection sensitivity. Upon applying damage, the RC curve experienced a 5Hz frequency shift
and a .1db decrease in admittance change amplitude. In contrast, the RLC curve experienced a
4Hz frequency shift and a 1.2db decrease in admittance change amplitude. Although the
frequency shift is similar, the greater amplitude change from the RLC circuit implies a higher
level of sensitivity to small-sized
sized damage. With the RLC circuit, the sensor has the ability to
t
detect damage of lesser magnitude that would not appear when utilizing a simple RC admittance
curve.
The results of both inductive circuitry and damage are repeatable for any of the rail
section’s modes. Below are two other experimental trials, at 4.72K
4.72KHz (Figures
(Figure 18a, 18b) and
9.59KHz (Figures 19a, 19b), respectively.
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Figure 18a. RC Circuit Damage

Figure 18b. RLC
C Circuit Damage

Figure 19a. RC Circuit Damage

Figure 19b. RLC Circuit Damage

Each trial illustrates an inductive circuitry performance improvement, although the level
of improvement varies by mode. Similarly with damage, each trial shows the presence of
damage, but the total change in the curve is modal dependent,, meaning some modes are more
sensitive than other modes to damage being placed on the top of the rail head. This validates the
similar numerical finding in the previous investigation. The reasoning behind this will be further
explored in the following finite
ite element analysis section.
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b) Finite Element Analysis

To numerically compare the natural frequencies of the .3m long 65.5kg/m AREA railway
track piece to the experimental results, and to gather insight into the rail segment’s mode shapes,
a finite element model (FEM) is created in ANSYS. The FEM is a Free Mesh, Block Lanczos
model, with a Poisson’s Ratio assumed to be .3. For boundary conditions, the model assumes
that the motion of the base of the rail in the z-axis is constrained. It is important to note that
because of computational limits, this FEM could not be used to compare to the following railway
experimental analysis, because the rail section is several meters long and would require too many
elements to evaluate properly. In addition, as detailed in section 4.1, the boundary conditions of
the full railway are complex, which makes mimicking the conditions in an FEM simulation near
impossible. For the rail piece in a lab setting however, a reasonable model can be constructed to
aid in analysis.

Four rail segment models are created, all with different amounts of elements (resulting in
different degrees of freedom). Each segment is run through a modal analysis to find the natural
frequencies and mode shapes. The goal is to determine a sufficient amount of elements so that
increasing the number of elements beyond that amount does not alter any natural frequency (less
the rigid body motions) by more than 0.1%. The four trials, their number of elements, and their
max and average percent natural frequency differences from the previous trial, respectively, are
found in Table 4. For reference, a complete list of the natural frequencies for each trial can be
found in section 8.4 in the Appendix.
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Table 4 Finite Element Accuracy Comparison

Figure 20 Finite Element Model
It can be seen from Table 4 that neither trial 1 nor trial 2 are sufficiently accurate, but the
max percent difference between trial 3 and trial 4 falls within the 0.1% difference criteria, and
the average percent difference is well below that mark. Theref
Therefore,
ore, the third trial, or 211,400
elements (~600,000 DOF), is sufficiently accurate for the modal analysis, as increasing the
number of elements does not alter the resulting natural frequencies. Again, the software has
computational limits on the number of elements. A fifth trial was created with over 391,700
elements, but the modal analysis would not compute. If the natural frequencies were still
significantly changing as the number of elements approached 400,000, then the model would not
have a precise enough
ugh accuracy. Fortunately, trial 3 was found to be sufficiently accurate for the
modal analysis of this rail segment. A comparison of the numerical natural frequencies from trial
3 to the experimental natural frequencies (less rigid body modes) is found in Table 5.
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Table 5 Natural Frequency Comparison

The finite element results match the experimental natural frequencies well up until the
higher
igher frequencies (above 9KHz). This confirms the finite element analysis sufficiently
approximates the rail segment, including its boundary conditions. A selection
on of mode shapes
from the finite analysis,, including the mode shapes that correspond to the previous experimental
analysis (4.72 KHz, 6.84KHz, and 9.59KHz) are found in Figures 21(a)–(f).
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Figure 21
21(a)–(f) FEM Rail Mode Shapes
As seen in the analysis,, as opposed to a thin “2D” beam structure, where the mode shapes
generally act on the top surface of the beam, for the 33-D
D rail case (with non-uniform
non
area
distribution and complex boundary conditions), the mode shapes materialize in different forms
for each
ach mode. Some mode shapes act in the axial direction, some in the transverse direction,
some in both axial and transverse, and some in neither.

Because the PZT is on the web of the rail, it can be hypothesized that a mode shape
causing large transverse deflection may induce a greater strain in the PZT, thereby creating a
higher sensitivity to mechanical impedance changes in the rail ((damage
damage detection).
detect
This would
explain why the 14th mode, experimentally found to be 6.84KHz, was able to more clearly detect
the presence of damage than either the 10th mode (4.72KHz), or the 19th mode (9.59KHz). As
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seen in the above mode shapes, the 14th mode has the greatest transverse deflection of the three
modes, which would result in the greatest strain on the PZT. In order to validate this hypothesis
however, a large amount of empirical data would have to be collected, several different damaged
conditions would have to be implemented. Nevertheless, the results of the finite element analysis
provides insight as to why identical damage conditions materialize themselves differently for
each mode, and it emphasizes the importance of having the ability to monitor the railway at
several different modes.

For practical implementation purposes however, these challenges are actually not very
difficult to solve. A railway operator at any time can instantly excite multiple railway modes to
detect the presence of damage . The operator would only need to know the railway’s modes, and
then each mode could be excited in succession to get a complete picture of the damage. In
addition, by gathering a set of healthy responses at each mode, one can establish a distribution of
healthy responses, and damage would materialize itself as an outlier. This outlier approach is
demonstrated on the railway in sections 6.2 and 6.3.

5.3 Stainless Steel Beam

The third preliminary investigation carried out in a controlled lab setting was on a 2.3m
long fixed-fixed stainless steel beam, with a width of 4cm, height 18cm, a density (p) of 7.7
g/cm3 and an elastic modulus (E) of 180GPa. The purpose of this setup was to demonstrate the
feasibility of the impedance method both with and without inductive circuitry on a scaled
structure comparable in size with a full rail segment. This particular setup questions whether or
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not the small PZT can excite a large structure such as the beam or a rail segment. The PZT is
bonded on the side of the beam at 115cm from the left end and 9 cm from the top (Figure 22).

PZT bonded to
beam

Figure 22 Beam Lab Setup

Figure 23 Power Amplifier

Upon commencing the frequency sweep, the input voltage of 5V from the signal analyzer
proves insufficient in exciting the large stainless steel beam and finding its natural frequencies. A
greater input voltage than what the signal analyzer alone could produce is required. To solve this
problem, a power amplifier is used to increase the input voltage from the signal analyzer to 10V.
With the amplifier, the input voltage of 10V is large enough to excite the beam (Figure 23).
Healthy admittance responses are taken at 5,870Hz, one of the beam’s natural frequencies, with
and without inductive circuitry. The final inductance value is found to be 94.2mH (RL = 255.7
ohms) for the resonant frequency of 5870Hz. A damaged response is then taken for each case.
Damage is simulated by placing a 4.53kg (10lb) block weight on the top face of the beam at 90
cm to the left of the PZT. Each resulting admittance curve is shown in Figure 24.
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Ch. 2
Signal
Analyzer
Ch. 1
PZT bonded
to beam

Figure 24.. Experimental Admittance Curves

(Remove inductor for
RC case)

Power
Amplifier

Figure 25. System Configuration

For this particular trial, inductive circuitry increases the maximum admittance value from
-32.38db to -20.73db,
20.73db, and the admittance change at resonance increases from 2.8db to 11.7db,
leading to a significant signal-to
to-noise
noise ratio improvement. For both cases, damage is recognized
as a clear change from the healthy response to an altered response, and the resonant frequency
shifts 5Hz. With inductive circuitry however, the peak magnitude change upon damage
significantly increased from .4db to 1.5db. This shows that the integration of inductive circuitry
increases sensitivity and significantly improves overall performance. The successful validation
of the impedance-based
based damage detection method and the integration of inductive
tive circuitry on a
2.3m fixed-fixed
fixed beam in lab provides the proof
proof-of-concept
concept necessary to extend the approach to
a full-scale rail track.
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6. RAILWAY PROOF OF CONCEPT

6.1 Testing Setup

The following experiments are performed on a 200m long, 65.5kg/m AREA rail
(identical to the previous investigation) in-use test rail at Sperry Rail Services in Danbury, CT.
The specific section of rail used in the experiments is 5.5m long. The PZT is bonded at the center
of the web, at the middle of the rail section (i.e., 2.75m from the left end). It is important to note
that PZT capacitance is temperature-dependent. The capacitance of the PZT is measured at 0oC,
and increases .3nF as a result of a 10oC temperature increase throughout the day. The effect of
temperature on the admittance measurement will be further discussed in the analysis section.

(a). Test Rail at Sperry Rail Services

(b). Rail Section Joint

PZT bonded
to rail
6.8kg
Weights

(c). PZT Bonded to Rail Section

(d). Damage Placed on Rail Section

Figures 26(a)-(d). Experimental Setup on Test Rail
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Structural damage to the head of the rail section is emulated with a number of 6.8kg
(15lb) circular weights. The weights are placed on Face A of the rail, or the top of the head
(Figure 26(d)). With a 50 ohm resistor connected in series with the transducer, a wide range
admittance response is taken to locate the rail section’s natural frequencies and establish a
baseline healthy response. The following experiments are performed using a rail natural
frequency of 9,641Hz, a rail mode which is found to be sensitive to small-sized damage, down to
6.8kg.

First, a baseline healthy response is taken for the simple RC circuit case. Damaged
responses are then taken at a set location of 1m from the left side of the PZT by varying the
damage magnitude (mass) from 6.8kg to 27.2kg (Case 1). For reference, 6.8kg represents a 2%
mass change in the rail section, or a 1.9% stiffness change. Next, a set of damaged responses are
taken by setting a constant weight of 27.2kg and varying the location of the damage along the
rail, from 1m to 2.5m from the right side of the sensor, then 4m from the sensor, crossing the
joint into the next rail section (Case 2). In order to establish a threshold value for an outlier
analysis, a second healthy admittance response is taken after all of the damaged cases. The
second healthy response accounts for temperature and environmental changes on the rail and the
slight change in piezoelectric capacitance throughout the day. The identical procedure is used for
the RLC circuit to directly compare performance results. The optimal inductance value (L) for
the RLC circuit is found to be .0382H (RL = 102.6 ohms) for the resonant frequency of 9,641Hz.
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6.2 Normalized Relative Difference Outlier Analysis

When using the proposed damage detection approach, damage is shown by a change in
the admittance response from the baseline healthy response to an altered, damaged response. In
a statistical sense, the damaged response is an outlier to a series of normally distributed healthy
responses. It is important to note that any two healthy responses are rarely identical. External
factors, such as temperature, weather, environmental noise, and bonding degradation between the
PZT and host structure [12], all affect a healthy response. For example, if a healthy measurement
is taken in the morning, and a second measurement is taken in the middle of the day when the
temperature has risen, the second response will have slightly deviated from the first. This is
because the capacitance of the PZT is temperature dependent. To account for a distribution in
responses, a variety of outlier methods are used in SHM, including root mean squared deviation
(RMSD) and other metrics [13, 15]. In this research, to quantify the change between any two
admittance curves, a damage index called the ‘‘normalized relative difference’’ (NRD) is used
[17]:
w ! x" monitored - x" baseline ! dw
w2 - w1
1

NRD= w 2

(19)

In a way, the NRD is the normalized ratio of the absolute difference between a baseline
measurement and the monitored measurement. The NRD is taken within a set frequency range,
where w1 is the lower frequency bound and w2 is the upper frequency bound.
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Figure 27
27. Normalized Relative Difference Illustration [16]
The solid line in Figure 27 is a baseline admittance measurement, and the dashed line is
the monitored measurement. The quantity
between

and

-

is the shaded area

, which represents the total difference between the two curves [17]. An NRD

value is a non-dimensional
dimensional indicator of this total difference between two curves. Therefore, the
distribution of healthy responses creates a “threshold” NRD value, where any NRD value
va
below
the threshold is considered a healthy impedance response, and any NRD value above the
threshold is considered an outlier, or damaged response. The NRD outlier analysis can be
directly applied to railway damage detection by setting the lower and upper frequency bounds
around one of the rail’s natural frequencies where the admittance response is taken. Structural
damage causes an increased change in vibration pattern within the rail. Therefore, damage on the
rail should result in a higher NRD value than environmental effects between any two healthy
impedance measurements.

The NRD outlier analysis is particularly useful for railway health monitoring because it
takes into account the total difference between two impedance curves, regardless of the mode of
operation. This solves the problem of damage materializing itself diffe
differently
rently for each mode.
Because
ecause damage materializes itself as a frequency change for some mode
modes,
s, an amplitude change
for other modes, and both for other modes still, statistical methods that only compare frequency
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or amplitude changes are not useful. The NRD method however, can effectively compare a
damaged condition to its matching healthy impedance response at any mode.

6.3 Experimental Analysis

Upon bonding the PZT to the rail section, experimental analysis is carried out by first
taking healthy admittance responses. Figures 28a and 28b show baseline healthy admittance
curves taken around 9,641Hz without (RC) and with (RLC) inductive circuitry, respectively. As
predicted, inductive circuitry introduces an additional resonant peak in the admittance response.
The tuning of the inductor to 38.3mH is near optimal because the two resonant peaks are almost
equal in magnitude. Figure 28b shows that the integration of inductive circuitry greatly increases
the magnitude of the admittance curves. The maximum admittance value increases from .65db
without the inductor to 15.84db with the inductor. In other words, for the same voltage input, the
maximum difference in current measurement increases by six times, which significantly
increases the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the magnitude of the admittance change at
resonance increases from .09db to .85db. This indicates that the integration of inductive circuitry
magnifies the change in the admittance curve around resonance.

Damaged responses are taken at 1m from the left side of the PZT by varying the
damage magnitude from 6.8kg to 27.2kg, first for the RC case. The damaged results, as well as
the second healthy response (Healthy 2), are shown in Figure 29. Clearly, the PZT has the
ability to detect structural changes in the rail from the weights. For this particular sensitive mode,
the PZT has the ability to detect damage down to 6.8kg of mass. The two healthy admittance
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responses slightly differ. This slight difference is caused by temper
temperature
ature and environmental
effects on the railway throughout the course of the day. The Normalized Relative Difference in
these two measurements establishes a threshold value for healthy responses. The NRD values for
the second healthy response, as well as eeach damagee response, are found in Table 6.
6 NRD values
for each response are shown within a larger frequency range (9610
(9610-9680Hz)
9680Hz) and a smaller
frequency range closer to resonance (9630
(9630-9660Hz)
9660Hz) in order to give a complete picture of the

0.66

16.0

0.64

15.8

Admittance (db)

Admittance (db)

total difference of each
ach response.

0.62
0.60
0.58
0.56
0.54
9610

15.6
15.4
15.2
15.0
14.8
9600 9620 9640 9660 9680
Frequency (Hz)

9650
9670
9630
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 28aa RC Circuit Admittance

Figure 28b
b RLC Circuit Admittance
Table 6.. RC Case 1 NRD Values

Figure 29.. RC Case 1
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Each damaged response alters the curve more than the threshold healthy response,
indicating that the PZT can indeed determine the difference between temperature and
environmental effects on the rail and damage to the rail. In addition, as the mass increases, the
total change from the healthy admittance curve to the damaged curve increases. For example, the
20.4kg curve deviates further from the healthy response than the 6.8kg curve. Therefore, the PZT
has the ability to recognize the magnitude of damage on the rail section at a given location. This
particular result also shows the importance of quantifying the total difference between two
curves in terms of both NRD values with different frequency ranges. If only the larger frequency
range was used, there would be no apparent difference between 20.4kg of damage and 27.2kg of
damage. If only the smaller range was used however, there would be little difference between
13.6kg of damage and 20.4kg of damage. However, looking at both NRD values simultaneously,
one can see that the total change o the admittance curve for 20.4kg of damage lies somewhat
between the total change of 13.6kg and that of 27.2kg.

The previous experiment is then repeated for the RLC case with a tuned inductance of
.0382H. The damaged results, as well as the second healthy response (Healthy 2), are shown in
Figure 30. The healthy responses slightly differ again, with the additional variable being the
effect of temperature on inductor performance. The NRD values for the second healthy response
and each damaged case is shown in Table 7. The NRD values for the RLC case are significantly
larger than the NRD values for the simple RC case. This magnification gives us the ability to
more accurately determine the difference between environmental effects and small sized damage
on the rail section. Again, for the same damage under identical excitation, the more the
admittance curve changes, the higher the sensitivity of the sensor [9]. For the RC case, the
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difference in NRD values between the healthy response and 6.8kg damaged response is .002. In
comparison, the difference for the RLC case is .026, which is a thirteen times increase. For both
cases, as weight increases, the total change from the healthy admittance curve to the damaged
curve increases. However, with the integration of inductive circuitry, the change from one
damaged response to another is amplified. This increases the overall sensitivity of the sensor and
aids in determining the exact magnitude of small sized damage on the rail section.

Table 7.. RLC Case 1 NRD Values

Figure 30.. RLC Case 1

Next, a set of damaged responses are taken by setting a constant weight of 27.2kg and
varying the location of the damage along the rail from the right side of the sensor. Damage is
placed at 1m, 2m, 2.5m (the edge of rail section), and at 4m, where 4m crosses the joint of the
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test rail section to the adjacent section. The reason behind placing damage on the adjacent rail
section is to determine if the sensor could detect damage across joint connections between two
rail sections. For the RC case, the damaged results, and the original healthy response (for
reference) are shown in Figure 31
31.
Table 8.. RC Case 2 NRD Values

Figure 31.. RC Case 2

As seen in Figure 31,, the location of damage directly affects the magnitude of the
admittance curve change from the healthy response. As damage is moved further away from the
sensor, the difference between the damaged curve and the healthy curve decreases. At 4m, when
the rail joint is crossed, the damaged response closely resembles the healthy response, within
base noise of the circuit. These trends are reflected in the NRD values of each case, shown in
Table 8.. For reference, the healthy threshold NRD value is the identical value used in the
previous experiment for the RC circuit, as it was taken after all damaged cases. It can be seen
that at 1m, the overall
verall difference between the healthy and damaged curve is the greatest. This
difference steadily decreases as the damage moves farther away from the sensor. This shows that
the PZT has the potential ability to determine at what location along the rail section
sec
damage is
present. The PZT can clearly discern the difference between damage at 2m and at 2.5m, yielding
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a higher level of health monitoring accuracy. At 4m, when the joint is crossed into the new rail
section, the NRD value dips below the threshold value for a healthy response. Therefore, the
PZT is no longer able to detect the presence of damage. This is primarily due to the inability of
the PZT to excite the adjacent rail through the joint.
The previous experiment is repeated with industry circuitry to see the effects of inductive
circuitry on damage detection range. The damaged results, as well as the original healthy
response (for reference), are shown in Figure 32 with corresponding NRD values in Table 9.
Once again, the integration of inductive circuitry enhances the ability to discern between
environmental effects and small sized damage on the rail section, and amplifies the change from
one damaged response to another. A shift in damage from one location to another along the rail
section is clearly indicated by the drastic admittance curve changes around resonance and NRD
value differences. The key finding though is that through this magnification, inductive circuitry
has the ability to increase the range at which the sensor can detect small-sized damage. This can
be seen by observing the NRD values both with and without inductive circuitry at 2.5m, right
before the join is crossed into the next rail section. Without inductive circuitry, the NRD value is
approximately three times the threshold value for a healthy response. With inductive circuitry
however, the NRD value is approximately ten times the threshold value for a healthy response.
This alludes to the significant increase in sensor detection range with the integration of inductive
circuitry.
Table 9. RLC Case 2 NRD Values
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Figure 32.. RLC Case 2

7. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

impedance-based based damage detection method using piezoelectric
In this thesis,, an impedance
transducers is validated as a solution for real
real-time
time railway health monitoring. Hamilton’s
Principle is utilized to derive the transducer
transducer-rail
rail coupled equations of motion and resulting
impedance/admittance response. The setback of low signal
signal-to-noise
noise ratio in the admittance
response
se is alleviated with the integration of tuned inductive circuitry, which creates an electrical
resonant effect that, when aligned with the rail’s mechanical resonance, amplifies the admittance
response and increases damage detection sensitivity.

Several preliminary investigations are carried out in a lab setting to demonstrate the
feasibility of the damage detection method; a fixed
fixed-fixed
fixed aluminum strip beam, a railway
segment, and a large stainless steel beam. A comprehensive MatLab program is developed to
numerically validate the admittance responses on the strip beam, and an ANSYS finite element
analysis is created to provide insight as to the mode shapes of a 33-D
D railway. In each
investigation, the PZT is able to detect the presence of damage by a chan
change
ge in the healthy
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admittance curve to an altered-damaged curve. In addition, inductive circuitry proved to increase
overall performance in alignment with the derived theory.

Because of the positive preliminary investigations, the damage detection method is then
implemented on an in-use test railway track. A Normalized Relative Difference Outlier Analysis
is employed to discern the difference between damage to the rail and temperature or
environmental changes. The damage detection method is successful in detecting damage with
different profiles on the rail section. The integration of inductive circuitry greatly increases the
magnitude of the admittance curves, and when properly tuned, magnifies the admittance change
at resonance. This leads to an increase in signal-to-noise ratio and overall performance
improvement, specifically in the damage detection range of the sensor. From these promising
results, the conclusion is that an impedance-based SHM system utilizing piezoelectric
transducers has the potential ability to fulfill the need to detect small sized damage in real-time
on the railway track.

This research is supported by the Department of Homeland Security. I would like to thank
Sperry Rail Services for providing a test rail and related equipment.
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8. APPENDIX

8.1 Winkler Foundation Derivation

A Winkler Foundation is a uniform elastic foundation made of a material that follows Hooke’s
Law. Therefore, a unit deflection (y) in the beam will cause a reaction force (R) in the foundation
as shown:
(A1)

Rx = kw y(x)

where kw is the modal foundation stiffness. For free vibration, y(x) becomes q, which transforms
(A1) into:
(A2)

Fw = kw q

Following Hamilton’s Principle, the potential energy of the rail is now the sum of the stand-alone
potential energy of the rail and the potential energy of the foundation. Using the assumed mode
method as previously discussed, the new potential energy is:
Urw = Ur  Uw $
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1
2

kr q2 

1
2

kw q2

(A3)

The kinetic energy of the rail and the potential energy of the piezo transducer are both safely
assumed to be unaffected by the foundation. However, the virtual work on the railway,δW , is
affected by the additional structural damping caused by the foundation. By again assuming free
vibration, the total damping can be found as the sum of the rail’s damping and foundation
damping. Using the same derivation process as in 4.1, the modified equations of motion to
account for the Winkler Foundation are found below:
m q + (gr +gw ) q + (kr +kw ) q + k1 Q = Fm

(A4a)

k2 Q + k1 q = Va

(A4b)

Because the integration of the Winkler Foundation causes the total structural stiffness to
increase, the natural frequencies of the rail will increase. Additional damping renders a lower
level of performance, with a reduction in the amplification of the structural dynamic response.
This results in the flattening of the admittance peak at resonance and a loss of damage detection
sensitivity.

8.2 Inductance Tuning Formulation

Note: This work is based upon previous work performed by X. Wang and J. Tang [9].

The admittance change due to damage (causing a change in structural stiffness) is:
 LN =
∆Y

L
Y
–
P
Y

%L
Y
%
Y
P

=

k2 -m w2 + i c w + k

2-

-L w2 + i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w + k-k1

k2 -m w2 + i c w + k - ∆k

-L w2 + i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w + k - ∆k - k21

(A5)

% is the normalized admittance of the damaged rail with inductive circuitry, and ∆k is

Where Y
L
the equivalent rail stiffness change. The admittance change without the inductor is similarly
found by setting the inductance and resistance of the inductor to zero. Because the circuitry
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 LN is a non-linear function of the equivalent stiffness change ∆k, a
admittance difference ∆Y
 LN and ∆k, which can
Taylor series expansion is used to determine the relationship between ∆Y
yield the optimal inductance value for any damaging case. Using the Taylor Series Expansion,
the normalized circuitry admittance is transformed as follows:
 LN (∆k) ≈ ∆Y
 LN (∆k = 0) +
∆Y

&'()*
&∆k

|k = 0 ∆k =

k2 k21
[-L w2 + i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w+ k - k21 ]

 LN w ∆k
δY

2

∆k $
(A6)

Where the sensitivity is defined as:
 LN w =
δY

k2 k21
[-L w2 + i R w + k2 -m w2 + i c w+ k - k21 ]

2

(A7)

Optimal inductance tuning is defined as equating the magnitude of the two peaks in the
admittance curve, which means that the overall amplification effect is balanced. This results in a
maximization of the frequency range at which the admittance is amplified, and it increases that
admittance curve change at resonance. Using the definition of sensitivity, the procedure to
optimize the inductance at a given resonant frequency is as follows:

m

(1) Choose an initial inductance value (k2 k ), that results in a natural frequency that is equal to
the natural frequency of the mechanical structure.

 (w)| curve and evaluate the sign of
(2) Observe the two peak frequencies in the |δY
LN
 (wj )| - |δY
 (wj-1 )| in the frequency range around resonance. If the sign changes, a root
|δY
LN
LN
exists between wj-2 and wj .
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 (wm )|
(3) Assign wm and wn as the two peak frequencies, with corresponding magnitudes |δY
LN
 (wn )| , respectively. If the absolute value of their difference, ||δY
 (wm )| - |δY
 (wn )||,
and |δY
LN
LN
LN
is less than a pre-set small positive value ( ), the optimal inductance value has been found.
 (wm )| Otherwise, increase the inductance value and repeat steps (2) and (3), until ||δY
LN
 (wn )|| <
|δY
LN

.

8.3 Aluminum Strip Beam Frequency Comparison

The theoretical natural frequency equation for a beam is defined as:
fo = ( 2П ) - 4
ρAL
2

Where

EI

(A8)

is the mode parameter, E is Young's modulus, I is the area moment of inertia, L is the

length of the beam, and m is the mass per unit length of beam. For a fixed-fixed beam, the
equation to determine

is:
=

(2n+1)
2

(A9)

Where n is the mode of operation. At each mode, the corresponding theoretical natural frequency
can be obtained to a satisfactory degree of accuracy.
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8.4 Finite Element Model Trials
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